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About This Game

VThree is the low poly, atmospheric, fast paced first person platformer you didn’t know you needed. Run, jump, and wall jump
your way to the top of the leader boards, snagging platinum achievements along the way.

Come join the community Discord https://discord.gg/nGXS8RR to provide input, ideas, and feedback. VThree's most recent
release was a ground up rewrite addressing a host of changes requested by the community - we listen.

Presently in Early Access with an anticipated exit from EA on January 17th.
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Title: VThree
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Early Access
Developer:
2xMilk
Publisher:
2xMilk
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2GHZ Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 580 / Radeon HD 6950

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Game has not been updated since late 2017, and is way too short for 8.99. wait for a sale if you want 1 hour of platforming.

If the game continue it's development, i'll change my review, but it was supposed to stay in early acess for i quote
\u201cBetween 3 and 5 months.\u201d and its already been 2 years. i dont like it, its too hard and doesn't work on mac. VThree
got a bit ahead of itself and put together a lot of great levels for a speedplatformer before making sure movement felt good. I
was hoping for another game like Refunct, but the handling in this game is not crisp at alll. Jump arcs don't feel right. Midair
angle adjustment doesn't feel right. Acceleration, momentum, and wall jump angles and timing all feel a bit like they were
slapped on to a game not about movement just to get the checkboxes on the back of the box; but in this game, that's all there is.

On top of that vital audio cues for a first-person platformer (like landing from a jump) are missing or muffled, and the lack of
textures and complex lighting make it sometimes hard to intuit your speed or direction (e.g. when facing a large wall where
every pixel is the same soft grey).. Weird movement when in the air. You just stop dead if you stop holding forward and fall..
So, I think I'm gonna have to give this game a positive review despite the fact that I really want to give it a negative. Overall, I
think the game is pretty good. Although short, it is a fairly challenging first person platformer\/parkour. I thouroughly enjoyed
the eight or so levels it currently has. It can be a bit of a hassle when you just can't get the timing of a jump down or when you
try to walljump but can't tell how far away you are due to the fact that the wall doesn't have any details to help you perceive
depth, but nonetheless I find the game fun. Is 8 dollars a little too much for what it is currently offering? I would say so. My
general rule is at least 1 dollar an hour. This game probably takes about 2 hour to get a platinum medal on every single leve.

But here's the thing, actually cannot get every achievement. Why is this? Well, its the same reason that I want to give it a
negative review. The game used to have MORE LEVELS and rocket jumping. I don't really know why but they decided to
remove this content alltogether. As much as I want to go back and get a platinum medal on those levels that were previously
there, I am not able to due to the fact that they were removed entirely. I understand that the game is early access and will go
through constant changes, but I do not for the life of me understand why they removed that part of the game entirely.
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